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For example for element 2( assuming Lx, Ly, C are all 1)
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And this is assembled to global C
This process done for elements 1 and 2 gives:
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Numbering the global system for DG
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So clearly C is block diagonal

- Is there a way to make this even diagonal?
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Going back to eqn 3:
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Going back to eqn 3:

If an explicit method is used, only M (C = M in this case) 
appears on the LHS so its form determines solution 
complexity

- DG (block diagonal -> can make it diagonal) M : much 
faster than CFEM non-block diagonal M for solution. 
(This is even considering the fact that DG has more 
dofs)

For implicit approach K appears on the LHS. Even though 
K looks nicer for DG (because of edge rather nodal 
coupling) still we have to solve a nontrivial matrix 
equation.

=> That is why the majority of DG methods for hyperbolic 
and parabolic PDEs use explicit solvers so they can take 
advantage of their block-diagonal LHS matrix.

It can be argued that for CFEMs we do mass lumping so 
even in that case M is diagonal for an explicit solver.
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So yes, the argument holds that in CFEM mass lumping is very common and in fact it works pretty well. 

Especially, we note that explicit integrators tend to shorten the frequency, and mass lumping has the 
opposite effect. In fact, this is a "match made in heaven":) because not only mass lumping results in 
diagonal M in CFEM but also do to this counter-acting frequency error effects, results in decent 
dispersion errors.

However, when the spatial order of elements increases, in order to preserve order of accuracy for wave 
propagation problems (as opposed to structural dynamics problem), the low order of time integrators 
such as Euler method affects overall order of accuracy of the method. Solution to that is obviously to 
increase the order of accuracy of the time integrator. However, even with this the "approximation" and 
"deviation from Weak Form Consistent Mass matrix" still affects the order of accuracy when mass 
lumping is used. So, if element order is high, then mass lumping doesn't seem to be a good idea and DG 
methods offer a much better option (remember that they are in general better for high order solutions 
anyway in terms of average dof/element).
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